
TWO THOUSAND YEARS

OF CHINESE IMPRESSIONS

Weekly transmission 11-2018 presents:

Before paper, 2566 BC: earliest extant papyrus, the Diary of Merer
Before paper, c. 300 BC: bamboo slips, the Book of Laozi
Two thousand years ago, invention of paper in China 
175 AD: carved stone books and earliest paper and ink-rubbings
690 AD: did Wu Zetian commission 100,000 printed scrolls ?
July 751 AD: e Battle of Talas near Samarkand, a key event in the history of paper
764 AD: the Empress Kōken commissioned 1,000,000 small printed scrolls
1139 AD : the earliest extant book printed with wooden movable type
July 1377: the earliest extant book printed with movable metal type. 
March 1455: promotion of the Gutenberg Bible in Frankfurt.
1640: the earliest extant book printed in British North America. 
1725, the printing of the Chinese Imperial Encyclopaedia
WANG XUE-ZHANG (b. 1953). ree traditional ink rubbings of Luoyang carved inscriptions.
Post-scritum by eophile Bouchet: “A Westerner facing Chinese culture”

Previous transmissions can be found at:  www.plantureux.fr
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The e-bulletins present articles as well as selections of  books, albums, photographs
and documents as they have been handed down to the actual owners 

by their creators and by amateurs from past generations.

The 3 rubbing impressions are offered for sale. PayPal is accepted.

N°11-2018   CHINESE IMPRESSIONS

Two thousand years of impressions

Two thousand years of  paper, two thousand years of  impressions, two thousand years of
destruction, with two main processes: the paper can move to the text (Eastern tradition)
or the text can move to the paper (Western tradition). 

In China, the stone or the block (matrix) is fixed firmly on a table. The printer takes a
round horsehair inking brush and applies ink with a vertical motion. The paper is then
laid on the block and rubbed with a long narrow pad to transfer the impression to the
paper. The paper is peeled off  and set to dry. Because of  the rubbing process, printing is
only done on one side of  the paper. (Further reading on Wikipedia related articles and access to a
video with this link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ADfhgDRIhUk
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Before paper, 2566 BC: earliest extant papyrus, the Diary of  Merer

The word "paper" is etymologically derived from papyrus, Ancient Greek for the Cyperus papyrus
plant. Papyrus is a thick, paper-like material produced from the pith of  the Cyperus papyrus plant
which was used in ancient Egypt and other Mediterranean societies for writing long before paper
was used in China. The earliest archaeological evidence of  papyrus was excavated in 2012 and 2013
at Wadi al-Jarf, an ancient Egyptian harbor located on the Red Sea coast. These documents date
from c. 2560–2550 BC (end of  the reign of  Khufu — Kheops). The papyrus rolls describe the last
years of  building the Great Pyramid of  Giza.

The diary of  Merer (Papyrus Jarf  A and B) are logbooks written over 4,500 years ago that records
the daily activities of  workers who took part in the building of  the Great Pyramid of  Giza. In 2013,
the text was found by a French mission under the direction of  Pierre Tallet of  Sorbonne University
in a cave in Wadi al-Jarf. The text is written with hieroglyphs and hieratic on papyrus. These papyri
are the oldest ones with text ever found. The diary of  Merer is from the 26th year of  the reign of
Pharaoh Khufu. The texts describes several months of  work with the transportation of  limestone
from Tora to Giza. Merer was a middle ranking official with the title inspector (sHD). He was
responsible for bringing stones from the Tora quarries to the pyramid. The stones were most likely
used for cladding the outside of  the pyramid. About every ten days two or three round trips were
done. About 40 boatsmen were under him. The period covered in the papyri covers July to November.
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Before paper, c. 300 BC: bamboo slips, the Book of  Laozi (Guodian Chu Slips)

Hand-copied on bamboo slips. Among the earliest surviving examples of  wood or bamboo slips,
unearthed in the tomb of  a prince dating back to Warring States Period (403-221 BC) at Guodian,
Jingmen, Hubei Province in 1993. The prince had been identified as Crown Prince Heng, who later
became King Qingxiang of  Chu. Since King Qingxiang was the Chu king when Qin sacked their
old capital Ying in 278 BC, the Chu slips are dated to around 300 BC.

When Emperor Qin orderer to burn all books circa 220 BC, paper did not exist yet and the books
he burnt were written on wood and bamboo slips. 
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Two thousand years ago, invention  of  paper

Recent excavation in Fangmatan, an archeological site located near Tianshui in China's Gansu
province, helped precise invention of  paper. The date of  the burial of  Tomb 1 was approximately
230 to 220 BCE at the very end of  the Warring States period; it was excavated in 1986.The tomb
contained a number of  long-lost texts written on bamboo slips, including almanacs (Rishu 日書),
legal texts, medical works, and seven maps. Tomb 5, which was also excavated in 1986, dates to the
early Western Han (early 2nd century BC). The occupant of  the tomb was buried with a paper map
laid on his chest, but due to water damage only a single fragment (5.6 × 2.6 cm) of  the map has
survived. The map, which depicts topographic features such as mountains, waterways and roads, is
drawn on the oldest extant piece of  paper.

105 AD: Traditional date for improvement of  paper making in China 

The traditional inventor attribution is of  Cai Lun, an official attached to the Imperial court during
the Han Dynasty, said to have invented paper about 105 AD using mulberry and other bast fibres
along with fishnets, old rags, and hemp waste. 

Paper used as a writing medium had become widespread by the 3rd century and, by the 6th century,
toilet paper was starting to be used in China as well —  This is documented by a writing dated  589
AD, the Chinese scholar-official Yan Zhitui (531-591) wrote: "Paper on which there are quotations or
commentaries from Five Classics or the names of  sages, I dare not use for toilet purposes."

During the Tang Dynasty (618-907 CE) paper was folded and sewn into square bags to preserve the
flavour of  tea, while the later Song Dynasty (960-1279 CE) was the first government to issue paper-
printed money.
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175 AD: carved stone classic books and earliest paper and ink-rubbings

In China, an alternative to woodblock printing was a system of  reprography since the Han Dynasty
using carved stone steles to reproduce pages of  text. The Xiping Stone Classics are a collection of
stone carved books on various Confucian classics. They were set up at the Imperial Academy outside
Luoyang in 175–183 AD. The Classics were created in stone in order to prevent their being altered.
Around 200,000 characters were inscribed on 46 stelae of  the seven classics recognized at the time
Only a few fragments of  these tablets have survived. 

Printing in East Asia evolved from ink rubbings made on paper or cloth from texts on stone tables
in China during the Han dynasty. Mechanical woodblock printing on paper started in China during
the Tang dynasty before the 8th century CE.  Use of  woodblock printing quickly spread to other East
Asian countries. While the Chinese used only clay and wood movable type at first, use of  metal
movable type was pioneered in Korea. 

Because Chinese has a character set running into the thousands, ink rubbing and woodblock printing
suit it better than movable type to the extent that characters only need to be created as they occur
in the text. Although the Chinese had invented a form of  movable type with baked clay in the 11th

century, and metal movable type was invented in Korea in the 13th century, woodblocks continued
to be preferred owing to the formidable challenges of  typesetting Chinese text with its 40,000 or
more characters. Also, the objective of  printing in the East may have been more focused on
standardization of  ritual text (such as the Buddhist canon Tripitaka, requiring 80,000 woodblocks),
and the purity of  validated woodblocks could be maintained for centuries. When there was a need
for the reproduction of  a text, the original block could simply be brought out again, while moveable
type necessitated error-prone composition of  distinct "editions".
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384 AD. Earliest example of  dated sized paper yet discovered 

Sixteen Kingdoms, later Qin, 1st year of  Baique Era (384 AD° Unearthed at Turpan, Xinjiang
Uygur Autonomous Region in 1928. 

Sizing or size is any one of  numerous substances that is applied to, or incorporated into, other
materials — especially papers and textiles — to act as a protective filler or glaze. Sizing is used in
papermaking and textile manufacturing to change the absorption and wear characteristics of  those
materials. In this early example, sizing technique involved mixing animal glue, vegetable glue and
starch with pulp.

The introduction of  paper had immense consequences for the book world. It meant books would
no longer have to be circulated in small sections or bundles, but in their entirety. Books could now
be carried by hand rather than transported by cart. As a result individual collections of  literary works
increased in the following centuries.

Textual culture seems to have been more developed in the south by the early 5th century, with
individuals owning collections of  several thousand scrolls. In the north an entire palace collection
might have been only a few thousand scrolls in total.

By the early 6th century, scholars in both the north and south were capable of  citing upwards of  400
sources in commentaries on older works.
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690 AD: did Wu Zetian commission 100.000 printed scrolls ?

Wu Zetian was the only woman who ruled over the Chinese empire in her own name, following the
death of  her husband Gaozong in 683. She endeavoured to supplant the Tang Li dynasty with her
own. Eventually obliged to abdicate in 705, she has received a bad press ever since. Chauvinist Tang
chroniclers demonised her as wantonly cruel. Her female rivals were horribly dispatched – mutilated,
chopped into pieces, and thrown into the Yellow River or a vat of  wine.

Other sources bespeak a more complex character. While there is little doubting the gruesomeness
of  her vendettas, the "Sage Mother" sought solace in religion while using it to enhance her power-
base with Machiavellian statecraft. Cashing in on the enthusiasm for Buddhism in 7th-century China,
she propagated a version of  "wheel-turning" kingship derived from the Indian Buddhist ruler,
Ashoka. This "Chakravartin" kingship was at odds with a Daoist theory of  legitimacy promulgated
by the Li. Barrett postulates that, as a last throw of  the dice, Wu ordered 100,000 copies of  the "Great
Spell of  Unsullied Pure Light" printed and distributed.

The fly in the ointment is that not one copy has survived —otherwise the proven "invention" of
printing in China could be taken back by a century and more. But for Barrett that is no deterrent.
The restored Tang would have destroyed every copy they could lay hands on. They would have
distrusted printing as uncomfortably demotic and, with whole armies of  copyists available, the tried-
and-tested method of  creating documents with pen, ink and paper stood them in good stead.

Why sanction a new technology that threatened to undermine their power? And why – shades of
Tibet here – encourage a religion that went against the grain of  imperial tradition, whether Daoist
or Confucian? In a sense, the want of  clinching evidence is neither here nor there. As Barrett says,
his conclusions are speculative, and likely to remain so for a while. 

The earliest specimen of  woodblock printing on paper, whereby individual sheets of  paper were
pressed into wooden blocks with the text and illustrations carved into them, was discovered in 1974
in an excavation of  Xi'an (then called Chang'an, the capital of  Tang China), Shaanxi, China. It is a
dharani sutra printed on hemp paper and dated to 650 to 670 AD, Wu Zetian’s husband rule.
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July 751 AD: The Battle of  Talas, a key event in the history of  paper

In the month of  July 751, the Abbasid forces joined in combat with the Tang Chinese force (the
combined army of  Tang Chinese and Karluk mercenaries) on the banks of  the Talas river  (Chinese:
怛羅斯戰役; Arabic: ةكرعم رهن .(سالط

The Tang army was subjected to a devastating defeat. The Tang dynasty's defeat was due to the
defection of  Karluk mercenaries and the retreat of  Ferghana allies who originally supported the
Chinese. The Karluk mercenaries, two-thirds of  the Tang army, defected to the Abbasids during the
battle... Despite losing the battle, Li did inflict heavy losses on the pursuing Arab army after being
reproached by Duan Xiushi. 

After the battle, Gao was prepared to organize another Tang army against the Arabs when the
devastating An Shi Rebellion broke out in 755. When the Tang capital was taken by rebels, all Chinese
armies stationed in Central Asia were ordered back to China proper to crush the rebellion.

The Battle of  Talas was a key event in the history of  paper — the technological transmission of  the
paper-making process. After the battle, knowledgeable Chinese prisoners of  war were ordered to
produce paper in Samarkand, or so the story goes. In fact, high quality paper had been known —
and made — in Central Asia for centuries; a letter on paper survives from the fourth century to a
merchant in Samarkand. 

But the Islamic conquest of  Central Asia opened up this knowledge for the first time to what became
the Muslim world, and so by the year 794 CE, paper manufacturing could be found in Baghdad,
modern-day Iraq. The technology of  paper making was thus transmitted to and revolutionised the
Islamic world, and later the European West. Paper production was a state secret, and only some
places and Buddhist Monks knew the technology. Of  course, the paper was transported many
kilometers as a Chinese luxury product, and as it was traded, the finding of  paper in several places
is not proof  of  production, but of  use.
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764 AD: the Empress Kōken commissioned one million small printed scrolls

In 764 the Empress Kōken commissioned one million (1.000.000) small wooden pagodas, each
containing a small woodblock scroll printed with a Buddhist text (Hyakumantō Darani). These were
distributed to temples around the country as thanksgiving for the suppression of  the Emi Rebellion
of  764. These are the earliest examples of  woodblock printing known, or documented, from Japan. 

By the eleventh century, Buddhist temples in Japan produced printed books of  sutras, mandalas, and
other Buddhist texts and images. For centuries, printing was mainly restricted to the Buddhist sphere,
as it was too expensive for mass production, and did not have a receptive, literate public as a market.
However, an important set of  fans of  the late Heian period (12th century), containing painted images
and Buddhist sutras, reveal from loss of  paint that the underdrawing for the paintings was printed
from blocks.The first secular book was printed in Japan in 1591. This was the Setsuyō-shū, a two-
volume Chinese-Japanese dictionary. 

Though the Jesuits operated a movable type printing press in Nagasaki from 1590, printing
equipment brought back by Toyotomi Hideyoshi's army from Korea in 1593 had far greater influence
on the development of  the medium[citation needed]. Four years later, Tokugawa Ieyasu, even before
becoming shogun, effected the creation of  the first native moveable type, using wooden type-pieces
rather than metal. He oversaw the creation of  100,000 type-pieces, which were used to print a
number of  political and historical texts. As shogun, Ieyasu promoted literacy and learning,
contributing to the emergence of  an educated urban public.
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1139 AD : the earliest known extant book printed with wooden movable type

The Auspicious Tantra of  All-Reaching Union is the title of  a set of  nine volumes of  Buddhist printed
texts written in the Tangut language and script which was discovered in the ruins of  the Baisigou
Square Pagoda in Helan County, Ningxia, China in 1991 after it had been illegally blown up. The
Baisigou Square Pagoda was situated in a remote location in the Helan Mountains, about 10 km
from the nearest road. On 28 November 1990 a local peasant discovered that the pagoda had
collapsed in ruins; subsequent investigation revealed it had been blown up by unknown criminals,
apparently with the intention of  stealing any historical relics inside the pagoda. In August of  the
following year an expedition led by archaeologist Niu Dasheng (牛達生) (b. 1933) from Ningxia
Museum carried out archaeological investigations at the site.

Printed during the Western Xia (1038–1227), circa 1139–1193, it is thought to be the earliest extant
example of  a book printed using wooden movable type. The book is currently held at the Ningxia
Institute of  Archaeology in Yinchuan. The volumes were bound using the "butterfly binding" method
whereby each sheet was folded in half  inwards and pasted together at the fold (the opposite of
traditional stitch binding where the sheets are folded in half  outwards and stitched together at the
opposite end of  the fold). When opened up, the dimensions of  the print area of  each folio are
307×380 mm. The book title and page number are printed on the central fold of  each folio, with
the page numbers written in either Tangut or Chinese or a mixture of  Tangut and Chinese. Each
half-folio comprises ten vertical lines of  22 Tangut characters. Tangut (also Xīxià or Hsi-Hsia) is an
ancient northeastern Tibeto-Burman language once spoken in the Western Xia, also known as the
Tangut Empire, annihilated when Genghis Khan invaded in 1226.
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July 1377: the earliest book printed with movable metal type. 

Jikji was published in Heungdeok Temple in 1377. Only the last volume survives, and is kept at the
Manuscrits Orientaux division of  the BnF. The collophon  indicates that it was published in the 3rd

Year of  King U (July 1377) by metal type at Heungdeok temple in Cheongju. 

France and Korea started diplomatic relations in 1887. Collin de Plancy (1853–1924) who had served
for six years as translator at the French Legation in China, went to Seoul as the first French consul
to Korea in 1888, staying until 1891. He collected Korean ceramics and old books. 

The metal-printed Jikji became known to the world in 1901 through its inclusion in the appendix of
the Hanguk Seoji, compiled by the French Sinologist and scholar of  Korea, Maurice Courant. In
1972 the Jikji was displayed in Paris during the "International Book Year" hosted by the BnF, gaining it
worldwide attention for the first time. 

The right of  ownership remains disputed, with BnF maintaining that the Jikji should remain in
France, where it would be better preserved and displayed because of  the prestige and resources the
Library possesses. On the other hand, Korean organizations claim that it should belong to its country
of  origin and that it carries historical significance for the Korean people — The Committee to Bring
Jikji Back to Korea is led by the American Richard Pennington. 

The French President François Mitterrand promised to investigate ways to return various Korean
books including the Jikji — should the French high-speed rail technology be exported to Korea. 

From April to June 2011, 297 volumes were shipped back in four separate installments and
subsequently kept at the National Museum of  Korea. However Jikji was not included, following
opposition in France, including a protest lodged by the librarians of  the National Library.
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March 1455: promotion of  the Gutenberg Bible in Frankfurt.

The Gutenberg Bible (also known as the 42-line Bible, the Mazarin Bible or the B42) was the first major
book printed using mass-produced movable metal type in Europe. It marked the start of  the
"Gutenberg Revolution" and the age of  the printed book in the West. Since its publication, 49 copies
(or substantial portions of  copies) have survived, and they are considered to be among the most
valuable books in the world even though no complete copy has been sold since 1978.

In March 1455, the future Pope Pius II wrote that he had seen pages from the Gutenberg Bible,
being displayed to promote the edition, in Frankfurt. It is not known how many copies were printed,
with the 1455 letter citing sources for both 158 and 180 copies. It is not known exactly how long the
Bible took to print. The first precisely datable printing is the Gutenberg's 31-line Indulgence which
is known to already exist on 22 October 1454.

The 36-line Bible, believed to be the second printed version of  the Bible, is also sometimes referred
to as a Gutenberg Bible, but is possibly the work of  another printer.
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1640: the earliest extant book printed in British North America. 

THE VVHOLE BOOKE OF PSALMES. The Bay Psalm Book was the first book printed in British
North America. It is a metrical Psalter printed in 1640 in Cambridge, Massachusetts. The Psalms in
it are metrical translations into English. The translations are not particularly polished, and not one
has remained in use. However, its production, just 20 years after the Pilgrims' arrival at Plymouth,
Massachusetts, represents a “considerable achievement”.

One of  eleven known surviving copies of  the first edition sold at auction in November 2013 for $14.2
million (14,200,000 US dollars), a record for a printed book.

No copy has been found yet of  the first book supposedly printed in Spanish North America, in 1539:
La escala espiritual de San Juan Clímaco, Taller de Juan Pablo, Mexico. A Mexican bibliographer
mentioned it for the first time in 1886, but Joaquín García Icazbalceta never saw a copy.
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1725, the printing of  the Chinese Imperial Encyclopaedia

In 1725, after 25 years of  preparation, the Qing Dynasty government made 250,000 bronze movable-
type characters and printed 64 sets of  the encyclopedic Gujin Tushu Jicheng, Complete Collection of
Illustrations and Writings from the Earliest to Current Times). Each set consisted of  5040 volumes, making
a total of  322,560 volumes printed using movable type. The Emperor of  China presented a set of
the encyclopaediato the China Society of  London, which has deposited it on loan to Cambridge
University Library.

Mechanical presses as used in European printing remained unknown in China and East Asia. Instead,
printing remained an unmechanized, laborious process with pressing the back of  the paper onto the
inked block by manual "rubbing" with a hand tool. In Korea, the first printing presses were
introduced as late as 1881, while in Japan, after an early but brief  interlude in the 1590s, Gutenberg's
printing press arrived in Nagasaki in 1848 on a Dutch ship.

Contrary to Gutenberg printing, which allowed printing on both sides of  the paper from its very
beginnings (although not simultaneously until very recent times), East Asian printing was done only
on one side of  the paper, because the need to rub the back of  the paper when printing would have
spoilt the first side when the second side was printed. Another reason was that, unlike in Europe
where Gutenberg introduced more suitable oil-based ink, Asian printing remained confined to water-
based inks which tended to soak through the paper.
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WANG XUE-ZHANG (b. 1953). Traditional ink-rubbing of  stone carved inscription.
Biographical text of  a Governor of  Luoyang, Sui Dinasty, c.610 AD.
Black ink-rubbing on Chinese paper, 675x675 mm with the white margins. 250 euros
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WANG XUE-ZHANG (b. 1953). Traditional ink-rubbing of  stone carved inscription.
Biographical text of  the Maire of  the Town of  Yuncheng, Shanxi, Sui Dinasty, c. 600.

Vermilion ink-rubbing on Chinese paper, 675x675 mm with the white margins. Under the name of
Bi, Yuncheng was the capital town during the Shang Dynasty, under the twelfth Emperor, Zu Yi,
between 1525 and 1506 BC. 300 euros
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WANG XUE-ZHANG (b. 1953). Traditional ink-rubbing of  stone carved inscription.
Biographical text of  the Minister of  War, Northern Wei Dynasty, Luoyang, c. 500 AD. 

Black ink-rubbing on Chinese paper, 985x985 mm with the white margins. Famous stone carved
inscription unearthed in 1923 in Luoyang, which became capital of  Northern Wei state under
Xianbei Emperor Xiaowen, 494 AD. 450 euros



Post-Scriptum by Theophile Bouchet: A Westerner facing Chinese culture
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